ecological justice. When we are confronted by populist, authoritarian right wings founded on white male Christian supremacy, we see the urgent need for entangled populations, joined in solidarity and committed to revolutionary solutions to the entwined crises of the ecological and political order.

Resource exploitation in the form of land-grabbing has become a major debate worldwide. Based on extensive field research in conflict zones, this book provides a comprehensive analysis of how different actors—village elites, government officers, politicians, civil society activists, and communities—are involved in land- and resource-grabbing. The book highlights the socio-political conflict in conflict zones and demonstrates how these actors use language to frame the issues.

Prominent scholars and practitioners in the field of global environmental politics consider the ecological and political challenges we face. This book is a valuable resource for those interested in understanding the historical and current conflicts between environmental and economic values. Green Radicalism—rejects the basic structure of industrial society and prescribes drastic, multidimensional action to achieve sustainability. Sustainable development—defined by imaginative attempts to dissolve capitalism is based upon the assumption of indefinite growth, we have run up against real, physical constraints to growth, and humanity must face the real, physical ramifications of the short-sighted and ultimately counter-productive approach to human development.

The present ecological mutation has organized the whole political landscape for the last thirty years. This could explain the intensification of conflict between environmentalists and corporate actors. The book explores how the environment has become a political arena and how different actors are using language to frame the issues.

The book presents a nuanced analysis of the different perspectives and their interactions, highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of each approach. It provides a comprehensive understanding of the complexities of environmental politics and the challenges we face in achieving sustainability and ecological justice.